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One of the most maddeningly missed of the iconic hair metal bands, Cheap Trick were the closest of
the catch-all genre bands to becoming, well, the Beatles, only to flop in the mid-eighties in an era

where the Van Halen and Def Leppard duos were drawing big crowds. Its embarrassing-when-youre-
in-the-know that the band found little success on the charts as a band and, because no one could

predict them, find popularity as an act with songs like Its All Coming Back to Me Now and Hello
There. Full Throttle is their modern album in sound and approach, but its also a return to their

signature almost totally straight-ahead rock, with the songs classic arrangement never risking a
return to the glam trappings of their earlier albums. As much as Halcyon Digest sounds like a return
to form for the 90s punk-pop band, it may be more of a comeback from an earlier incarnation of the
Pointer Sisters. In 1993, as Madonna turned back the clock to the 80s for Evita, the sisters lent the
moody drama an early whodunit quality. Later, there were a few moments of pure groove on the
girls 1998 comeback album Elevate, but they never sounded this powerful again. Theres a certain

rockers-on-The-Spy-Show-esque mood to this follow-up: Jeff Jampol calls the album a blend of Oscar
(also on the sisters catalog) and a darker period of Love Jones. They certainly bring back their

signature perky, punk-soul blend, but theres also a new sternness and some steely breakdowns.
With just a little more polish, 2016s Halcyon Digest is another vintage album for an elder

stateswomen in a rock n roll band. Charlie Skinner
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The bedraggled guitar of San Francisco Bays Morcheebas string of low-fidelity bangers places the
band firmly in garage rock territory, but the L.A. quartet flip it on its head with a musical aria for the

ages. The A-side is a hit, a cheeky, mildly pornographic garage anthem called Can U Party. But the B-
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side, a wild, Steely Dan-style organ shuffle, is a moment of sheer majesty. Morcheebas fluid, fluid riff
puts in this surreal underworld where the devil is a bum who plays Dirty Diamonds on vinyl. The

members first met at a house party where Morcheebas friend sang a melody someone grabbed out
of the air; they traded guitar parts that night, and invited others in to join the resulting group. The

resulting sound is captivating for its uneven balance between retro-pop, jazz fusion, and garage rock,
and the way Morcheebas sometimes drops out entirely to focus on his bass part or his guitar solo.
The album has been described as a warm up to their anticipated Ghostlight album, but with one of
these brilliant pieces, Morcheebas band members could have a career as a magnet for other aces.
Ryan Schreiber Self Portrait is the second album from Cecilianbelieve, the frontwoman of the band

Waxahatchee, and the third since she formed the group a decade ago. (The Believe album is number
1) Self Portrait may have been recorded at a coffee house in Philadelphia rather than in a studio, but

Cecilianbelieve belies that by presenting herself candidly, on a weight-of-her-body mix. She
expresses her trepidation about finding her place in the world, and in Self Portrait she expands her

lyricistic horizons. Cecilians personal style is unguarded, and her voice is downright low-key; she sifts
through her life, doesn t find it monotonous or empty, just different. But the heart of her music lies in
her unsparing inner self-examination, as she asks herself whether her life can be anything but that of

others, and her music achingly connects with these core questions, even if she doesnt directly
answer them. With Self Portrait theres no trace of the same lyrical reserve in Cecilianbelieves next
album Hazey Jane, and there s also no hint of the throaty wail on the Self Portrait title track. She
sings clear and direct with the power of a poet, and theres no denying the connection between

Cecilians music and her music as poet. Anthony Zonfrillo 5ec8ef588b
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